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A subclass of cellular automata called linear cellular automata over Z, is studied. Criteria 
for surjectivity and injectivity of the global transition function of such a cellular automaton 
are presented. The question of reappearance of patterns for such cellular automata is also 
dealt with. 
INTRODUCTION 
Many studies have been done about the maps of cellular or tessellation automata 
[ 1,3,8, 1 l-13, 1519,22,25,28]. But, besides some on the one-dimensional case 
(3, 17, 181, little is known about (1) how to decide whether the global (transition) 
function of a given cellular automaton has a certain property of maps, such as surjec- 
tivity, injectivity, etc., and (2) how to find cellular automata whose global functions 
have such a certain property. The qualitative behavior of cellular automata is another 
main subject of the study of cellular automata. (The works [26,27] on growth of 
finite-patterns of cellular automata and the works [2,4,5,7,21] on finite-pattern 
reproduction in tessellation structures are concerned with this subject. See [27] for 
other related works.) Criteria are desired for determining when the sequence of tran- 
sitions of a state-configuration of a cellular automaton takes a certain type of 
dynamical behavior. 
In this paper, we study a subclass of cellular automata called “linear cellular 
automata over Z,,” which was first studied by &ato, one of the authors [20]. Here, 
we stress the point that our main concern is with the case where m is not prime. 
Linear cellular automata over finite fields have been studied by [4,5] in connection 
with finite-pattern reproduction. However, “linear cellular automata over 2,” have 
interesting aspects which “linear cellular automata over finite fields” cannot have. 
For example, the former can have nontrivial injective global functions when m is an 
appropriate nonprime, but the latter cannot. The latter also cannot admit nontrivial 
“reappearance of finite-patterns” (i.e., it cannot do nontrivial “monogenic linite- 
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pattern reproduction;” see below), but the former can do when m is an appropriate 
nonprime. We are concerned with conditions for linear cellular automata over Z, 
having surjective global functions, injective global functions, surjective restrictions of 
global functions on the set of finite configurations, and global functions with the 
property that some power of each of them equals a shift transformation, respecitvely. 
Our results together with a result of Sato and Iijima in [23] can answer the questions 
about (1) and (2) for linear cellular automata over Z,. We are also concerned with 
the question of reappearance of patterns for linear cellular automata over Z, : given a 
linear cellular automaton A4 over Z, with an initial configuration c, how is it deter- 
mined whether a configuration identical with c up to a shift appears after some finite 
steps of moves of M, or whether some power of the global functions of M shifts c? 
We present some partial answers for it containing a complete answer under the 
condition that c is a finite configuration. 
1. BASIC DEFINITIONS 
Let Z be the set of integers. Let m and d be positive integers. Let 
A, = {O, I,..., m-l]. A mapping c:Zd+Am is called a d-dimensional configuration 
on m symbols. (It is geometrically interpreted as a pattern of O’s, l’s,..., (m - 1)‘s on 
the lattice points of the d-dimensional Euclidean space,) The set of all d-dimensional 
configurations on m symbols is denoted by Cg). We say that c E Cg’ is a finite 
configuration if c(u) = 0 for all but finitely many u E Zd. The set of all finite 
configurations in C$’ is denoted by 6:‘. 
Let n be a positive integer. A mapping (T: A $ + A, is called a local map if 
o(O,..., 0) = 0. A neighborhood frame of size n is an element of (Zd)” (i.e., an ordered 
n tupples of lattice points of-the d-dimensional Euclidean space). 
For a local map o:Ak-+A, and a neighborhood frame N = (0, ,..., v,), 
v,,..., v, E Zd, the global map induced by u and N, denoted by _fo,N, is defined to be 
the mapping f,,, : Cz’ -+ Cg) such that for each c E Cr’, 
(&v(c))(4 = c(c(u + ~JY.9 c(u + 0,)) (u E Zd). 
(We consider Zd as a Z-module.) Since ~(0 ,..,, 0) = O,f, .,,, (c) E 6:’ for all c E d$‘. 
Therefore we can define jb,,: 6:’ --t Cg’ by jb,Jc) = f,,,(c) (c E Cz’). We call f,,,, 
the Fnitary global map induced by a and N. 
An m symbol d-dimensional cellular automaton M is a system defined by a pair 
(u, N) of a local map cr: Ai -+A, and a neighborhood frame NE (Z”)“. The global 
maps f,,, is the global transition function of the cellular automaton M = (a, N). For 
background information on cellular automata, the reader is referred to Codd 161. 
A local map u:Ai-+A, is said to be linear over Z, if there exist a, ,..., a,, E Z 
such that 
c(x, ,*.., x,) = a,x, + .S. + a,x, (mod m) 
for any x1 ,..., x, E A,. In this case, we say that u is determined by (a, ,..., a,). 
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A cellular automaton M = (a, N) is said to be linear ouer Z, if u is linear over Z,. 
For u E Zd, we define a mapping a,: Cr’ -+ Cff’ by 
(%(c))(u) = c(u + 0) (c E c$, u E Z”). 
Clearly CI, is one-to-one and onto. It is called a shift transformation or shift. 
2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
In this section, we shall state the results of this paper together with a theorem of 
Sato and Iijima which appears in Sato [23]. 
Let t = (a, ,..., a,), a, ,..., a,, E Z. Let us define a decomposition of a positive integer 
m associated with t. 
m = W, IPc” , m.t ..a Pj,n,'tQ,,, 
as follows: W,,, is the product of all prime factors of m that divide all of a, ,..., a,, ; 
for each i = l,..., n, Pz’,( is the product of all prime factors of m that do not divide ai 
but divide all aj with j # i; Q,,, is the product of all prime factors of m that do not 
divide ak for at least two distinct k’s with 1 < k < n. We assume that the product of 
no numbers equals 1. 
EXAMPLE. If m = 22345372112 and t = (210,42,210,220), then W,,, = 2*, 
Pg,), = 1, Pg!, = 5 3, Pg,), = 1, Pc,jl = 3472, and Q,,, = 1 1 *. 
Throughout the remainder of this section, we assume that m, n, and d are positive 
integers, u: A i --) A,,, is a. linear local map over Z, which is determined by 
t = (a, ,..., a,) with a, ,..., a,, E Z, and NE (Zd)” is a neighborhood frame. 
THEOREM 1. f,,, is onto if and only if W,,, = 1. 
Note. It is well known (Richardson [22]) that fr,,, is onto if and only if fz,.N is 
one-to-one for any local map t: Ai --) A,. 
THEOREM 2. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) f,.iv is one-to-one. 
(2) jb., is onto. 
(3) W,,, = Q,,, = 1. 
Note. It is well known (Richardson [22]) that if f,,, is one-to-one, then j;,, is 
onto, for any local map r: AZ -+ A,, but the converse does not generally hold. It is 
also well known (Amoroso and Cooper [ 11) that for any local map r: A\ -+ A,,, , if 
f&N is onto, thenfT,, is one-to-one. 
The following result appears in Sato [23]: 
511/21/b9 
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THEOREM 3 (Sato-Iijima). Some power off,,, equals a shift, that is, there exists 
an integer s > 1 such that f &, = 0, for some u E Zd @and only tf m = Pz!( for some 
i, 1 <i<n. 
Moreover, the theorem of Sato and Iijima in (231 states that if there is an integer 
s > 1 such that f i,,, equals a shift, then the smallest such integer s is not greater than 
m*l(p, ... it), where p1 ,..., pI are the distinct prime factors of m. The following 
improves this: 
THEOREM 4. If m = P$ for some i, 1 < i < n, then f z!$!? equals a shflt, where 4 
is Euler’s #-function, that is, tf p, ,..., p, are the distinct prime factors of m, then 
4(m) = m IX= 1 (Pi - l)/Pi. 
If some power off,,, equals a shift, then for each c E Cz’, some power off,,, 
shifts c, that is, there exist an integer s > 1 and u E Zd such that f &Jc) = O”(C). Even 
if any power of foaN is not equal to any shift, there is a c E Cz’ which is shifted by 
some power of fo,N. In fact, it always holds that f,,,(6) = 0, where 6 denotes the 
element of Cp’ such that b(u) = 0 for all u E Zd. Moreover, iff,,, is one-to-one (and 
onto), for each finitely periodic configuration c (see below for the detinition), there 
exists integer s > 1 such that f LqN = c (because {f i,Jc) ( s E Z) is a finite set). Hence 
the question arises: which configuration c E Cg’ is shifted by some power off,. N, or, 
is not shifted by any power of f,,+. especially when f,,, is one-to-one? In the 
following, some partial answers are presented. 
A configuration c E Cp’ is said to be periodic if there exists a v E Zd, u # (O,..., 0), 
such that cl,(c) = c, and Jnitely periodic if c is periodic for each of d independent 
directions, or equivalently, there exist zll ,..., vd E Zd such that vi = (O,..., 0, vi(i), 
O,..., 0) with v,(i) # 0 (vi(i) is the ith coordinate of Vi) and d,!(c) = c for each 
i = l,..., d. 
Let l<m’<m. For c, c/EC:‘, CEC’ (mod m’) means that c(u) E c’(u) 
(mod m’) for all u E Zd. For c E Cp), we denote by cmod m’ the configuration 
c’ E C$‘? such that c = c’ (mod m’). 
THEOREM 5. Let c E CE’. If there exist distinct i, j, 1 < i, j Q n such that 
P$t # 1, P$ # 1, and neither c mod P!$l nor c mod Pz!( is a periodic configuration, 
then no power off,,* shifts c. 
THEOREM 6. Let fo,N be a one-to-one map (hence m = Pg.‘, e.9 Pz,\) and let 
CEC,. (d’ If there exists i, 1 < i < n, such that c mod m/P$!l is a ftnitely periodic 
configuration, then some power off,,, shtfts c. 
Remark. Let m = P$ . -. Pg!*. There exist no i, 1 < i < n, such that 
c mod m/P:!, is a finitely periodic configuration if and only if there exist distinct i, j, 
1 < i, j < n, such that P$l # 1, P$ # 1, and neither c mod P,!$ nor c mod P$!, is a 
finitely periodic configuration. 
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It is clear that for a one-dimensional configuration c, c is periodic if and only if c is 
finitely periodic. Hence the following direct consequence of Theorem 5 and 6 (and the 
above remark) solves the above question for d = 1. 
THEOREM 7. Let d = 1. Let f,,, be a one-to-one map (hence m = PI,‘,‘( .a. Pz,),) 
and let c E (2:‘. Then some power off, ,,, shifts c tf and only tf there exists i, 1 < i < n, 
such that c mod m/P:!, is a periodic configuration. 
It is also clear that for a finite configuration c, c is periodic (finitely periodic) if 
and only if c = 6. Hence we have also solved the above question for finite 
configurations. Moreover, for any fo,N (which is not necessarily one-to-one), we can 
know more about the dynamical behavior of each finite configuration c E C?$” under 
f 0.N’ 
THEOREM 8. Let c E 62’. Then the following statements are valid. 
(1) Some power off,,, shifts f k,N(c)f or some integer k > 0 tf and only tfc E 0 
(mod m/(W,,,,P$)) for some i, 1 < i < n. 
(2) Any power off,,, does not shift f i,N(c) for any integer k ) 0 if and only if 
either c f 6 (mod Q,,,) or there exist distinct i, j, 1 < i, j < n, such that P$, f 1, 
P$ # 1, c & 0 (mod P$) and c & 0 (mod PI;I’!,). 
(3) Some power off,,, shifts c tf and only tf c E 6 (mod m/P$,) for some i, 
1 < i<n. If c= 6 (mod m/P:!,) for some i, 1 <i< n, then f g,N(c) shifts c, where 
p = #(PZ’J. 
3. FORMAL POWER SERIES REPRESENTATION 
For the results stated in the preceding section, we shall give proofs for the case 
when d = 2 (except for Theorem 7), because the proofs for the other cases are similar. 
Let R be a commutative ring. Let X, and X, be indeterminates. The set of all 
formal power series of the form, 
C ~jX',Xi,, 
i.jeZ 
where ftj E R for i, j E Z, constitutes an R-module with the usual operations. We 
denote this R-module by RIXI, XJ. The formal power series f’s with 
f = Ci,laz &X:X{ in R IX,, X,1, wherefii = 0 for all but finitely many pairs of i and 
j in Z, constitute a submodule of R[X,, XJ. We denote this submodule by 
R-IX,, X,]. For f(X,, X2) = Ci,jf;,X’,X{ in R*[X, ,X,1 and g(X,, X,) = 
C,,j gijX’,X{ in R[Xi 9 X,1, we define the product fg off and g to be the element h of 
R !X, , XJ such that 
h(X,,X,)= x hijX;Xj, 
i..iPZ 
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where 
hij= x fklgmn 
k+m=i 
1+Pl=,j 
for all i, j E Z. Note that every h, is well defined because fk, = 0 for all but finitely 
many pairs of k and 1 in Z. Iff, g E R-IX,, X,], then clearlyfg E R-IX, , XJJ. Hence, 
with that multiplication, R^l[X,,X,D constitutes a commutative ring which contains, 
as a subring, the polynomial ring in X, and X, over R denoted by R[X,, X, 1 as 
usual. It is obvious that for each f E R^[X,, X,], there exist i, j E Z and 
fE R [X, , X2] such that AX,, X,) = Xi X{f(X, , X,). 
For each u E Z*, we write u = (u(l), u(2)), where u(l), u(2) E Z. 
With each c E CE’, we can associate c(X,, X,) E Z(lX, ,X,1 defined as 
c(X, ) X,) = CUEZ2 c(u) x’;“)x:‘? Obviously the correspondence between c E Ckf’ 
and c(X, , &) E ZUX,, &Jj is one-to-one. We call c(X,, X,) the associated power 
series of c. It is obvious that c E 6:’ if and only if c(X, , X,) E Z-IX,, X,1. It is also 
clear that if c E Cz) and c’ = d,(c) for u E Z2, then c’(X, ,X,) = 
x-u(i)x;%(x, ) X2). I 
Let u be a linear local map over Z, determined by t = (a, ,..., a,,) with a, ,..., a,, E Z 
and let N= (u, ,..., u,) be a neighborhood frame, where u,,..., U, E 2’. We define a 
formal power series 0,(X,, X,) E Z^[Xi , X,] by 
n 
u,(X, , X2) = 2 a& ui(‘)X; “(‘). 
i=l 
We call a,(X,, X,) the associated power series of c and N. 
For f = Ci,j jJ7Xf X{ and g = Ci,j g,Xi Xi in ZUX,, X2] 
we write f z g (mod m) iff, 3 gij (mod m) for all i, j E Z. 
and a positive integer m, 
LEMMA 1. Let a:Ai+A, be a linear local map over Z, and NE (Z’)” a 
neighborhood frame. Let c E Cz’ and let c’ = f,,,(c). Then 
c’(X,, X,) = a,,@,, X2) c(X,, X2) (mod m>. 
I Proof: This is proved by a straightforward computation. 
4. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 1 AND 2 
Throughout this section, we assume that m and n 
u: (A,)” -+ A,,, is a linear local map over Z, determined 
are positive integers, 
by t = (a, ,..., a,) with 
a ,,.. ., a,, E Z, and N is a neighborhood frame such that N = (u, ,..., u,) with 
24, ..., 24, E z2. 
Proof of Theorem 1. As noted before, by a result of Richardson [22],f,,, is onto 
if and only ifTo,, is one-to-one. 
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Assume that W,,, # 1 and let p be a prime factor of W,,,,. Then for any c E Cl’, 
f,,,(c) z 0 (mod p). Thus f,,, is not onto. 
Assume that W,,,, = 1. Assume that jb,N(c,) = ~O,,(c,). Then by Lemma 1, 
dN(XI 9 X2) ClV, 3 X2) = ~‘v(Xl~ x*1 WI 7 X2) (mod m). Let 4x1, X,) = 
c,(X,, X,) - cJX,,X,). Then uN(X,, X,) c(X,, X,) = 0 (mod m). Since uN(X,, X,), 
c(X, , X,) E Z IX,, X,1, there exist integers i, j, k, I > 0 such that X’,Xj,u,(X, , X,), 
X:X:4X,, X,) E Z[X, 9 X,]. Write C.JX1, X,) = xi, x’, cJN(X1, X,) and 
E(X, , X,) = XtX:c(X, , X,). Clearly 8,,,(Xr, X,) 5(X,, X,) E 0 (mod m). But m and 
cN(X,,X2) are relatively prime because W,,, = 1. Therefore since Z[X,, X,] is a 
factorial ring (see, e.g., Lang [lo], V, Sect. 6), E(X,, X,) must be divided by m. Hence 
c(X, , X,) = 0 (mod m) so that c, = c2. Thus jb,, is one-to-one. g 
Proof of Theorem 2. As noted before, by a result of Richardson 1221, if f,,,Y is 
one-to-one, then f?,, is onto. 
Assume that f,,, is onto. Then it follows from the result of Amoroso and 
Cooper [l] and the result of Richardson [22] stated in Section 2 that f,,, is onto. 
Hence W,,, = 1 by Theorem 1. 
Suppose that Q,,, # 1. Let p be a prime factor of Q,.,. Let c, E Cg’ be such that 
c,((O, 0)) = 1 and c,(u) = 0 for all u E Z2 with u # (0,O). Since jb,,v is onto, there 
exists c E C$’ such that jb,,v(c) = c, . Therefore, by Lemma 1, 
uN(XI , X,) c(X, , X,) = 1 (mod m). 
Since u,(X, , X,), c(X,, X,) E Z^[Xl, X,1, there exist integers i, j, i’, j’ > 0 such that 
x; x/2 u&(X, ) X,), Xf’X$c(X, ) X,) E z [X, ) X,]. Put fFN(XI )X,) = x; xi u,(X, , X,) 
and 15(x,, X,) = Xf’Xj,‘c(X, , X,). Then 
Hence 
cN(X, ,-X2) ?(X, , X2) E Xi,+ “Xi’.j’ (mod m). 
cN(X,, X,) E(X, , X,) = Xi,+ “Xjz’j’ (mod p). 
Consider the polynomials in this equation as polynomials over Z,, the field of 
integers modulo p. Then over Z, 
r_FN(X, ) X,) E(X, ) X,) = xf+i’xjz+j,. 
Since Z,[X,, X2] is a factorial ring, it follows from the above that 
(?JX, ) X2) = bx; x; 
(over Z,) for some 6 E Z, and integers r, s > 0. But this is impossible because 
CN(X,, x2> = xi, x’, 0,(X, 2 X2) 
” 
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and by the definition of Qn,l, there exist at least two k’s such that uk f 0 (mod p). 
Thus we conclude that ifjb,,, is onto, then Q,,, = 1. 
Assume that r,,,, = Q,,, = 1. To proze that&,, is one-to-one, it suffices to show 
that iff,,,(c) = 0 for c E C, , 
thenf,,,(c) = b for c E Cp’ 
(2) then c = 0. (For iff,,,(c,) =fo,,,(c2) for c,, c, E Cf’, 
such that c(u) = c,(u) - cz(u) (mod m) for all u E Z”.) 
Let c E CE’ with f&c) = 6 Then (*) for all u E Z2, 
5 a,c(u, + v) z 0 (mod m). 
i=1 
We shall prove by induction on m that (**) for all m >, 1 and any c: Z2 + Z, if 
W,,,, = Q,,, = 1 and (*) holds, then C(U) = 0 (mod m) for all u E 2’. 
If m = 1, then (**) trivially holds. We assume that m > 2. Let c be a mapping of 
Z2 into Z. Assume that W,,,, = Q,,, = 1 and (*) holds. Let p be a prime factor of m. 
Since W,,, = Q,,,, = 1, there exists i, 1 < i < n, such that p is a factor of PC!,. By the 
definition of P$, p does not divide a, but divides aj for all j with j # i. Since (*) 
holds, aic(ui + U) E 0 (mod p) so that c(ui + U) = 0 (mod p) for all u E Z2. Thus 
c(v) = 0 (mod p) for all 2, E Z2. Let m’ = m/p and let c’: Z2 + Z be such that 
C’(U) = c(u)/p for all u E Z2. Then Cy=, UiC’(Ui + V) z 0 (mod m’) for all v E Z2. 
Clearly W,,,, = Q,,,, = 1. Since m’ ( m, it follows from induction hypothesis that 
c’(u)zO (modm’) for all v E Z2. Thus c(v)=pc’(~)~O (modm) for all u EZ’. 
Thus (M) is proved and hence the proof is completed. 1 
5. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 4-8 
All proofs given in this section are based on the following lemma which appears in 
Sato [23]. For completeness, we shall give its proof. 
LEMMA 2 (Sato). Let m be a positive integer. Let p, ,..., p, be the distinct prime 
factors of m and let m, = m/(p, -.- p,). Let f, g E Z-[Xl, X2!. Then the following 
equation holds. 
(f +p, *** p, g)‘“” z f *a (mod m) 
Proof: First we claim that for any prime p and any positive integer r, the 
following (*) holds 
(f + pg)P’-’ z fP’_’ (mod p’). (*) 
This is proved by induction on r. For if r = 1, then (*) holds, and if (*) holds for 
r = k, then (f + pg)P’-’ = f pk-’ + pkh for some h E Z-IX,, X21 and hence 
(f + pg)“” = (f”“-’ + pkh)p = f pk + 2 
0 
4 
j=l J 
(f Pk-‘)P-j(pkhy’ 
= fp” (mod pk+‘). 
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Write m = p:’ - + - pp. Then using (*), we have, for each i = l,..., 1, 
(j- + p1 . . * PI g)“” = ((f + p, . . . PI g)PT’)(mow’) 
s fmo (mod py). 
Therefore, since pii, i = l,..., I, are pairwise relatively prime, 
(f +Pl”’ p1 g)“” E f”” (mod p:’ ... p;‘). I 
Theorem 4 will be proved in the same way as a part of the theorem of Sato and 
Iijima in [23] except that we use the following well-known theorem of Euler. (See, 
e.g., McCoy [ 141.) 
EULER'S THEOREM. Let a and m be a positive integers which are relatively prime. 
Then 
a”‘“’ s 1 (mod m). 
Throughout the remainder of this section, we assume that m and n are positive 
integers, u: (A ,)” --f A, is a linear local map over Z, determined by t = (a, ,..., a,,) 
with a ,,..., a,, E Z, and N is a neighborhood frame such that N = (u, ,..., u,J, where 
Ui = (Ui( I), U,(2)), Ui( l), Ui(2) E Z, for i = l,..., n. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Let m = P,$jt for some i, 1 < i < n. If m = 1, then obviously 
f$$‘) equals a shift (note that d(1) =‘I). Assume that m > 2. Write P$jI = pi’ ... p:, 
where p, ,..., pe are distinct primes. Then by the definition of Pz!;, there exists 
h E Z-IX,, X,1 such that 
a#, , X2) = aIX;Ui(1)X;ui(2) + p, . . - pe h(X, , X,). 
Let m, = m/(pl .a. p,). Then )(m) = m,,(p, - 1) .a. (p, - 1). Using Lemma 2, we 
have 
ON(X, 9 &ym’ = ((a,q""')~;""2' + p, . . . Peh(XI,X2))mo)(PI-l)...(PP-‘) 
E (aiX;~i(~?y;ul(2))mO(Pl-~)'~.(Pe-') (mod m) 
= a, ,(m)X;,(m)uf(l?y;0(m)uf(2). 
Since a, and m are relatively prime, it follows from the Euler’s theorem that atCm’ EE 1 
(mod m). Hence 
%(X1 3 X2) Q(m) =X;r(m)ur(l)X;m(m)ui(2) - (mod m) 
so that fE$‘) equals a shift. I 
Proof of Theorem 5. Let c E Cm . c2’ Assume that there exist distinct i, j, 1 < i, 
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j < n, such that P$!, # 1, P$: # 1, and neither c mod Pglt nor c mod P$!, is a 
periodic configuration. By definition, 
oN(XI 3 X,) = + +, akX; 
w?y;um* 
By the definition of P$, we can write 
a,@, , X,) = aiX;U’(“X;Ui’2’ + p, . . , p,h(X,, X2), 
where h E Z^[X,, X21 and p1 ,..., pe are the distinct prime factors of Px!,. By 
Lemma 2, there exists an integer a, > 1 such that 
U&Y, ,XZ)~'~ (CZiX; U/(l)&ui(2))al (mod pi!,). 
Since p, -*a pe divides aj, there exists an integer a2 > 1 such that aT2 3 0 (mod Pz!,). 
Let a3 = #(P,$!,). Then by the Euler’s theorem, ap3 s 1 (mod P$,). Let a = aI a2a3 I 
Then a > 1 and we have 
(3,(X,, X2)” = (a&; Ui(l)X;ui(z))a (modP$!,) (I) 
a;=1 (mod Pzf,) (2) 
a: _= 0 (mod Pg!,). (3) 
Similarly, there exists an integer /3 > 1 such that 
0,(X, ,X2)' E (CZjX; Uj(l)J';Uj(2))6 (mod Pz!,) (4) 
apEI (mod P$!,) (5) 
a” E 0 (mod P$,). (6) 
We can write 
0,(X, 3 J3”4 = (aiX;ui(1)X;Ui(2))n4 + (ajX;ui(“)~;ui(2))a~ + D(x,, X2), 
where D E Z-(lx,, X2!. It follows from (1) and (3) that D(X,, X2) = 0 (mod P$). It 
also follows from (4) and (6) that D(X,, X2) = 0 (mod P/,f!,). Since Pgil and PgIt are 
relatively prime, D(X, , X2) = 0 (mod Pg!,P$!t). Hence we have 
c,(X, ,x2)*4 e apo(X;Ui(l)X;ui(2))a8 + aj"~(x;ujCl)~;uj'c2))~~ 
(mod P$!,P$!,). (7) 
Assume that there exist integers q > 1, I and s such that 
u,(X, , X2)%+, , X2) E X;X; c(X, , X,) (mod m). 
Then 
(8) 
oN(XI, X2)n4q~(X,, X2) s X;14rX;bsc(X,, X2) (mod m). (9) 
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By (7) and (9), 
(ag4(x; Ui(l)x; UAz))ab + a~4(X;Uj(‘)X;u~(Z))ab)4c(X,, X,) 
= X~BrX;%(X,, X,) (mod P$pj;l’i,). 
By (2), (3), and (lo), we have 
(X;“i(‘)X;ui(2))aDqc(X,, X2) z X~DrX~bsc(X,, X2) (mod Pz!,) 
(10) 
Since c mod P$!( is not a periodic configuration, we have 
(X;Ui(l)X;ui(2y3cI = qa3rx;4”* 
Similarly, by (5), (6) and (lo), we have 
(X;“~~‘~X;U~~2~)4D4c(X~, ,) = XpDrX~4sc(X,, X,) (mod I’:/!,). 
Since c mod Pz!, is not a periodic configuration, we also have 
(X;qUX;q*))ak7 = X;tPXFD”. 
(11) 
(12) 
Noting that c$q # 0, from (11) and (12) we obtain 
q(l) = Uj(l) and Ui(2) = U,j(2)V 
which is impossible. 
Hence there exist no integers q > 1, r and s satisfying (S), that is, no power off,, , 
shifts c. 1 
Proof of Theorem 6. Let fO,? be one-to-one. Let c E Cg’ and let there exist i, 
1 < i < n, such that c mod rn/P$$ is finitely periodic. Then there exist integers r, 
s 2 0 such that 
c(X, , X2) Xi E c(X, , X2) (mod m/Pz!J, 
c(X, , X2) Xs E c(X x ) (mod m/Pti’ ) 
(13) 
1, 2 m.f * 
Put m’ = m/P$ and let c’ = c mod m’. Let cr’: Ai, 4 A,, be the linear local map 
determined by t. Then since f,,, is on-to-one, it follows from Theorem 2 that 
W,,,,, = Q,,, = 1. Hence W,,,,,, = Q,,,, = 1. Thus, by Theorem 2, fos,,, is one-to-one. 
Since c’ E C$ is finitely periodic, {f z,,,,(c’) ) q E 2, q 2 1 } is a finite set. Therefore, 
since f,,,, is one-to-one, it follows that there exists an integer q > 1 such that 
f z,,N(c’) = c’. Thus we have 
a#, , X2)“c(X,, X2) = c(X, , X2) (mod m/P$). (14) 
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Put m” =p$ and let a”: A$, --) A,,, be the linear local map determined by t. Then 
it follows from Theorem 4 thatf,O!‘$’ is a shift. Thus there exist k, 1 E 2 such that 
0,(X,, X2)“ z X:X: (mod Pci) ) m.r 7 (15) 
where p = $(I$). Hence 
a,(X, , X2)Prsq~(X,, X,) = Xy’?Xyc(X,, X,) (mod P$!J (16) 
On the other hand, using (14) and (13) we have 
Q,(X, 9 X2)p’s4c(X, 9 XJ f c(X, , X,) 
3 XFXyc(X, , X,) (mod m/P$). (17) 
Since P$ and m/P$ are relatively prime, by (16) and (17) we obtain 
uN(X1, XJprsqc(X, , X,) = X:rs(lXpgc(X,, X,) (mod m). 
Thus f o,,v wsq shifts c. I 
Proof of Remark. Let m = Pg.), . . a P$‘\. Assume that there exist no k, 1 < k < n , 
such that c mod rn/Pg$ is finitely periodic. If there exists k such that m = P$, then 
c mod m/P:: = b is finitely periodic. Hence there are at least two distinct k such that 
P!$ # 1. Le; k , ,..., k, (v > 2) be all such indices. Suppose that c mod Pg;,“il’ s finitely 
periodic for all j = 2,..., V. Then there exist integers r2 ,..., rU, Q,..., s, such that for 
j = 2,..., v, 
Xyc(X, , X,) = c(X, , X,) (mod P!$), 
Xi’c(XI, X,) = c(X, , X,) (mod PC’(j)) rn,l * 
Let r = r2 -a. rU and let s = s, . . - s,, Then for j = 2 ,..., v, 
Xi c(X, , X,) = c(X, , X,) = Xi c(X, , X,) (mod P$$. 
Since P!$$ j = 2,..., v, are pairwise relatively prime, 
Xi c(X, , X,) 3 c(X, , X,) = Xi c(X, , X,) (mod m/P$,‘:) 
which is a contradiction. Therefore there exist at least two distinct i, j, 1 < ij ( n, 
such that P$ f 1, P$ f 1 and neither c mod P$, nor c mod P$!, is finitely periodic. 
Assume that there exists k, 1 < k < n, such that c mod m/P:,\ is finitely periodic. 
Suppose that there exist distinct i, j, 1 Q i, j < n, such that P$‘, # 1 and P,$ # 1. 
Then it follows that either c mod P$ or c mod P$ is finitely peiiodic. 4 
Proof of Theorem 8. Let c E C, . ^(*) We shall first prove (1) of the theorem. 
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Assume that some power ~ff,,~ shifts fi,N(~) for an integer k > 0. Then there exist 
integers q >, 1, r, and s such that 
oN(XI , X,)q+kc(X,, X2) = X;XSoN(X1, XJkc(X, , X,) (mod m). 
Multiplying X:X; for sufficiently large positive integers K, L to both sides of the 
above equation if necessary, we may assume that o,(X,,X,) E Z[X,, X,], 
c(X,, X,) E Z[X,, X,] (because c E 6:‘), and r, s ) 0 (cf. the proof of Theorem 1). 
We have 
uN(X,, X,)k(u,(X,, X,)q -X:X;) c(X,, X,) z 0 (mod Q,,,P~,‘l ..= P(,n!,). 
Assume that Q,,, # 1. Let p be a prime factor of Qm.,. Clearly, 
oN(X,, X,h,(X, , XII9 - Xl;XS) c(X,, X2> = 0 (mod p). 
Consider the polynomials in this equation as polynomials in Z,[X, , X, ]. Then over 
Z \ 
P’ 
u,(X, 3 qk(qq(X, 3 x,jq - x;xg c(X, 7 X,) = 0. 
Since p is a prime factor of Q,,,, there exist at least two i’s such that Ui # 0 in Z,. 
Therefore uN(X, , X,)k # 0 and u,,(X, , X,)q - X:X; # 0 so that c(X, , X,) = 0 over Z, 
because there are no zero divisors in Z,[X,,X,]. Hence we have 
c(X, , X,) = 0 (mod p). 
Let c’(X, ,X2) = C(X, ,X,)/p and let Q;,, = Q,,t/p. Then we have 
u,,,(X,, X2)k(uN(X,, X,)q - X:X:) c’(Xr , X,) = 0 (mod Q6,1Pl,‘!t ... Pz!,). 
If Qk,, # 1, then the same argument as above shows that for a prime factor p’ of Qh,, 
6(X1, X,) = 0 (mod p’). 
Continuing this process, we obtain 
c(X, ) X,) s 0 (mod Q,,,). 
Let m’ = Pg!, - -. PE,\ and let fE Cg! be such that c’(u) = c(u)/Q~,~ for u E Z’. 
Then 5(X’, , X2) = c(X, , X,)/Q,,,, and hence 
uN(X, , X,)k(uN(X,, Xz)q - X:X;) t(X, ,X2) = 0 (mod Pz,‘, ..a Pz!,). 
Since for every prime factor p of P!$ . a* Pjnnlt, 
~,W,, Xdk f 0 (mod P), 
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the same argument as above shows that 
(a&Y,, XJ9 -Xix;) &Y, , X,) = 0 (mod Pg!, ... I$,‘$. 
Let o’:A” mJ --) A,, be a linear local map determined by t. Since P,$!,, = P$ for 
i = I,..., n, and a,@, , X2) = u&Y,, X2), the above equation implies that a power of 
fl shifts E Hence it follows from Theorem 5 that there exist no distinct i, j, 1 < i, 
jai\ such that Pi?,, # 1, Pi!,, # 1, and neither ?mod P$?,( nor ?modp$!,, equals 0 
(the unique periodic configuration in 6:;). Hence, noting that m’ = PE! t ... Pjnn?,f, it 
follows from Remark that there exists i, I Q i < n, such that c’mod m’/P$,, = 6. Thus 
c z 0 (mod Q,,,m’/Pt!,,) 
or 
c = 0 (mod m/(W,,,P$)). 
Conversely assume that there exists i, 1 < i < n, such that c = 0 
(mod m/( W,,,P$)). Then 
c(X,, X,) = 0 (mod m/(W,,,,,Pz!,)). 
There exists an integer k > 0 such that 
a,(X, , X# = 0 (mod Wm.,). 
Moreover, as shown by Eq. (15) in the proof of Theorem 6, there exist r, s E Z such 
that 
a&Y,, X,)m(P~!~’ E X:X; (mod PC!,). 
Therefore 
QN(XI 3 x2 ) 
w(i’ ) 
m.’ u,(X, , X,)kc(X,, X,) = X;X~u,(X, , X,)kc(X,, X,) (mod m). 
Thus,fz$z!” shiftsfk,,(c). The proof of (1) is completed. 
From (1) and Remark, (2) is easily verified. 
To prove (3), we ti$ft observe that in the above, if c 3 0 (mod m/P$), then we can 
set k = 0 so thatf$>qt’ shifts c. 
Assume that some power off,+, shifts c. Then by (l), c = 0 (mod VI/( W,,,Pf$)> 
for some i, 1 < i < n. Thus, to complete the proof, it suffices to show that if 
(a,,@, , X,)@ - X;Xs) c(X, , X,) 3 0 (mod m) 
with integers q > 1, r, and s, then 
c(X, , X,) 3 0 (mod IV,,,). 
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From the assumption it follows that 
(u&,, X,)q -X:X;) 4X,, X2) s 0 (mod W,,,). 
As stated in the first part of the proof of (l), we may assume that oN(XI, X,), 
c(X, , X,) E Z[X, , X,] and r, s > 0. For each prime factor p of Wm., , 
a&X,, X,)q - X; XS, = -X; X: f 0 (mod p). 
Hence by the same argument as in the first part of the proof of (I), we have 
c(X,, X,) = 0 (mod W,,,). a 
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